Theme-based Camp Volunteer Positions for ages 11-14+

**Ship’s Kid for Pirate Beach Camps** Volunteers age 11-14 with knowledge of the Pirates Code (actually more of a guideline) and experienced at exploring Fay Bainbridge beach & woods may be voluntarily shanghaied into the position of Ship’s Kid for the entire week of “Pirate Beach” Camps July 24-27. Campers will be sorted into 4 crews for the duration, each requiring a trustworthy Ship’s Kid to assist. S.K’s will be responsible for assisting camp staff and visiting guests with the set up and cleanup of daily activities, overseeing and demonstrating at ship-building practice, providing supervision of members (campers) in their assigned crew, and setting an excellent example of imagination and appropriate Pirating clothing & behavior. While an unpaid position, volunteer Ship’s Kids may earn landlubber school credit for hours served.

Volunteers over the age of 14, please contact Shannon aboard the SS Camp Chaos at (206)842-2306 x125 for other “Pirate Beach” opportunities.

**Wing Buddy for Fairy Camps** Volunteers age 11-14 with knowledge of Fairy Lore & Forest Magic may voluntarily apply to be a Wing Buddy to younger fairies for the week of “Fairy Hollow” Camps August 7-10. Campers will be sorted into 4 seasonal groups – Winter, Spring, Summer & Fall - for the week, each group requiring a friendly Wing Buddy to assist. Wing Buddies will be responsible for assisting camp staff and visiting guests with the set up and cleanup of daily activities, overseeing and demonstrating at fairy lore practice, providing supervision of fairy groups (campers) in their assigned season, leading short walks, and setting an excellent example of imagination and appropriate friendly Fairy attitude & behavior. While an unpaid position, volunteer Wing Buddies may earn human school or Scout credit for hours served.

Volunteers over the age of 14, please contact Shannon in the Glittering Grotto at (206)842-2306 x125 for other “Fairy Hollow” opportunities.

**Jedi Apprentice for (Star Wars) Padawan Learner Camps** Volunteers age 11-14 with knowledge of Galaxies and The Rebellion may voluntarily apply to be a Jedi Apprentice to younger campers for the week of “Padawan Learners” Camp August 14-17. Jedi Apprentices will be responsible for assisting camp staff and visiting guests with the decorating, set up and cleanup of daily activities, overseeing and demonstrating during Padawan skill practice, providing supervision of training groups (campers) in their assigned areas, leading short walks, and setting an excellent example of imagination and appropriate friendly Rebel attitude & behavior. While an unpaid position, volunteer Jedi Apprentices may earn human school or Scout credit for hours served.

Volunteers over the age of 14, please contact Shannon at the Camp Alliance Base at (206)842-2306 x125 for other “Jedi” opportunities.
Book-based Theme Camp Volunteer Positions for ages 14-16+

**Camp Half Blood Trainers (and Foes)** Volunteers age 14-16+ with knowledge of the World of Percy Jackson and/or Greek mythology are invited to apply for the position of trainer (or foe) for the week of “Camp Half Blood” July 24-27. Campers will be claimed into various God and Goddess cabins, each requiring Camp Trainers. Trainers will be responsible for assisting camp staff and visiting specialists with the set up and cleanup of daily activities, overseeing and demonstrating at skill practices, providing supervision of demi-gods and goddesses (campers) in their assigned cabins, and setting an excellent example of imagination and appropriate Camp Half Blood behavior. Foes will take part in random appearances, skill testing, and scenario games including Capture The Flag. While an unpaid position, volunteer Trainers (&Foes) may earn human school credit for hours served.

Volunteers over the age of 16, please contact AD Shannon at the Olympian Outpost (206)842-2306 x125 for other “Camp Half Blood” opportunities.

**Head Boy or Head Girl for Wizarding Woods Camp** Volunteers age 13-16+ with knowledge of the World of Harry Potter are invited to apply for the position of Head of House for the week of “Wizarding Woods” Camp July 17-21. Campers will be sorted into 4 houses for the Hogwarts Summer Term, each requiring a Head Boy or Head Girl. Heads will be responsible for assisting camp staff and visiting Professors with the set up and cleanup of daily activities, overseeing and demonstrating at Quidditch practice, providing supervision of summer term students (campers) in their assigned House, and setting an excellent example of imagination and appropriate wizard school behavior. While an unpaid position, volunteer Heads may earn muggle school credit for hours served.

Volunteers over the age of 16, please contact Shannon at the Ministry of Summer Magic (206)842-2306 x125 for other “Wizarding Woods” opportunities.